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About This Content

The Ork forces were ultimately defeated in the 2nd War for Armageddon, but amongst the billions of dead Orks one body was
not to be found, that of Ghazghkull Mag Uruk Thraka.

Few in the Imperium heeded the warnings of Commissar Yarrick that he must be hunted down, foolishly believing that Thraka
was just another Xeno who would surely be relegated to history. For Thraka though, the whole invasion of Armageddon was

merely a way to test the waters – an experiment to learn how the Imperium would react against a massive invasion.

Now he is regrouping and building a new WAAAGH! on the isolated world of Golgotha. However, the venerable Yarrick has
tracked him down and plans to launch a surprise strike on the world with the express aim of destroying Thraka at any cost!

Golgotha is an expansion of Warhammer 40,000: Armageddon, set 50 years after the end of the Second War for Armageddon,
it is the last great battle of the cycle.

Join the Imperial forces under Yarrick’s command as they secure a footing on the Ork infested world before striking forth at
Thraka’s army.

Although Yarrick has brought elements of the Steel Legion in the form of the 117th Armageddon Mechanised Infantry, the
player’s core force is focused on the unwavering regiments of the 66th Mordian Infantry.
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The Mordian Iron Guard are the bulk of the new units in this expansion, but the player will also eventually gain command of
Yarrick himself atop the pulpit of his personal Baneblade tank, the Fortress of Arrogance.

Missions:

Clearing the landing Area

Counter-attack

Breakout and Pursuit

The Titans Engage

Thraka at Bay

"We've run into a bit of a delay"

Retreat

"We are Losing"

The Fortress of Arrogance

Oblivion
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This DLC gets a lot of flak, but having played through all the DLC campaigns of Armageddon, I actually enjoyed this one the
best.

Unlike the campaigns of the base game and the other DLC, the conflict here is a lot more low-key. You're playing a mere
company commander, and it shows: you'll only have access to basic units for the entirety of the campaign. Unlike the other
campaigns, you won't be replacing those guardsmen and leman russ units any time soon, so you better take good care of your
footsloggers - having experienced units makes all the difference in the late game. There are a few missions where you get to
temporarily command superheavies and titans, so the premium units aren't completely out, but they're much, much more rare
sight on the battlefield - as they should be, in my opinion. If you felt silly commanding an army that consisted of nothing but
titans, baneblades and sanguinary guard, this is the DLC for you.

TL;DR: If you want to experience 40k from the perspective of a lowly field commander, this is the best DLC of Armageddon.
If you want to command space marines, superheavies and titans, it's the worst. For me, it's the former.. WH40K: Armageddon is
a great game (At the moment about 70h of playing time and keep in mind i love Slitherine's game Panzer Corps - about 240h).
Every single DLC i've played was enjoyable. Except for this one.
Your units are weak and die before they can get decent amount of exp and you barely got any money to cover for it.
So far i am midway through this disaster (i finished every single DLC so i kinda take it as a challange but right now it just
became painful to play). I decided to put this bad review because i was forced to restart single scenario twice because of
changing objectives that made me lose only because my special unit was unable to move to designeted point quickly enough.
Don't get me wrong - not because enemies stoped me but because unit was so far, that without knowing in advance where he is
supposed to be placed i was unable to win scenario.
Worst part about this DLC? Constant saving and loading just to preserve little amout of units you have. There is barely any
tactic, no way to outplay enemy and there are several scenarios where your own units dont matter at all but you are given some
"silver" units to play - it's like it doesnt matter how you build your own army.

-No possibilities to outplay enemy, just bashing head at wall and hoping to roll good hits.
-Dying units and no money to replenish them.
-Bad scenario objectives.
-Lack of significance of your own army
-Lack of upgrades, low amout of units available, no tanky units and no long range units (just give me some snipers at least...)

Some games are hard but enjoyable. This DLC defenitely is not. It is just hard because you can't do much except just throwing
your units at enemies.
I recommend every other DLC - they were awesome. I also recommend their other game: Panzer Corps but this DLC? skip it.
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